
MODULE 2, EX 1
MAP YOUR TRANSFORMATIONAL

JOURNEY
The Transformational Journey begins at POINT A, when your client starts
working with you, and it ends at POINT B, when they achieve what they set
out to do with you and graduate. (It doesn’t include what happened in their
life before they met you or what they’ll do later on when you stop working
together.)

For the purpose of this exercise, imagine what you would teach in a yearlong
program, and imagine further that some folks would continue on and do it a
couple more times with you. So this could be a 1 to 3 year journey.

Remember that you’re going for a big picture map that will naturally fill in
and change over time. So try not to get too caught in the details.

When you go to create your offers, you will drill down and get more specific.

Feel free to use a big piece of paper and markers or sticky notes for this
exercise if you feel inspired.

PART 1 - DOWNLOAD

1. POINT A: In a sentence or phrase, where are your ideal, next-level
clients when they start working with you? What are the challenges they
are having? (use your Next-Level client exercise). In my business, people
are either full with 1-1 clients and want to expand to groups, they want
to make the groups they’re running work way better, and/or they’re
ready to make a bigger impact through teaching and leading.
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2. POINT B: What’s the big transformation they have at the end of
working with you? Who are they at this point? (This will be a direct
outgrowth of your Transformation Sweet Spot.) Mine is that my clients
have a highly impactful, financially sustainable (100-250K+ in profits)
business rooted in their genius, where they earn half to all their
revenues leading intimate, transformational groups while taking
Fridays (or more) off.

3. IN BETWEEN: What goes between Point A to Point B? At first, you can
feel free to just brainstorm a list here, no need to put them in order.
Here are a few prompts to get your creative juices flowing:

○ What are the main things people need to learn, do, become, or
create on the journey from A to B?

○ What are the stages they go through?
○ What are the smaller transformations and results that people get

along the way to the bigger transformation?
○ What’s your method of guiding folks on the journey? What are

things that are unique that you do that other practitioners don’t
do?

○ Where do your clients have the biggest shifts in your work
together (and how did you help create that?)

○ What are the main components or pillars essential for success?

4. CHRONOLOGY: Now remember, there is likely some linear progression,
but it doesn’t all have to be linear. That said, give it a shot. Think about
actual experiences with ideal clients as you write this. Here are some
prompts?

○ What is the very first thing you do with clients to get them
grounded and ready to go? Then what?
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○ What do they need to do, learn, know or embody first? Then,
what happens?

○ What things have to happen before other things happen, what
builds on what?

○ What can happen anytime but is necessary?
○ What are all the steps in order?

PART 2 - SIMPLIFY

If your map has 12+ steps/components, or you’re a little confused about how
to organize it, you can use the prompts below to help tighten it up.
Remember, each step is an outcome that can have sub-steps/outcomes that
you build out over time.

● Where is there overlap where you can combine a couple steps or
components into one?

● Are there pieces that are actually sub-steps of a larger step? Group
them, and list them as sub-steps (e.g., Step 2, parts a, b, and c)

● Is there anything you can omit completely?
● Did you forget anything?

PART 3 - ASSESS AND REFLECT

If you need to, take a break from this and come back after a little while. Then,
take a few deep breaths and look at your map and ponder these questions
(definitive answers not necessary.)

● Does the journey make sense to you? Could you explain it to someone?
● How much time do you think it would take to teach all this?
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● Do you want to teach all of this? Are you including things that are
outside your genius zone? Will you need to pull in other teachers for
anything? Are those things TRULY necessary for your clients’ success?

● Are any of the pieces actually distractions to getting the main result
desired?

● What are the pieces that are still question marks that you’ll need to
figure out as you do more teaching/leading?

● How might this need to be tweaked over time?

PART 4 - *OPTIONAL* - NAME YOUR STEPS

Give each step/component a short, clear-not-clever placeholder name that
communicates what actually happens in that step. Don’t overthink it ;)

Remember mine are:

Your Transformation Sweet Spot
Map Your Transformational Journey
Create Your Offer
Test Your Offer
Launch & Enroll More Clients
Etc...
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